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Students mourn loss of Eastern junior
By Amy Thon
News editor

More than a week after the murder of Eastern student Amy
Blumberg, police officials say they
have no suspect and are continuing
to follow up on leads.
Ms.
Blumberg,
20,
of
Collinsville, was a junior majoring
in family and consumer sciences
with an option in business and a
concentration in merchandising.
Her minor was business administration and she was a member of the
Sigma Kappa sorority.

Ms. Blumberg was found shot to
death Dec. 31 at her family’s retail
business in O’Fallon, where she
was working while home for the
semester break. The body was
found about 9 p.m. after friends
became concerned that she did not
meet them after she was supposed
to close the shop, On Stage dance
apparel shop.
“Our sincere sympathies go out
to the family and friends of Ms.
Blumberg,” said Shelly Flock,
director of media relations and publications, in a written statement.
Capt. Jim Stover of the O’Fallon

Police Department said the business was undisturbed and Ms.
Blumberg was open for business
when the crime occurred. He said
he thinks the crime occurred
between 3:30 and 5 p.m. Stover
said detectives have not determined
whether Ms. Blumberg knew her
assailant.
Stover said 14 detectives are
working on the case, and several
visited Eastern’s campus Jan. 3 to
search Ms. Blumberg’s room in the
Sigma Kappa house in Greek
Court.
“(We found) nothing really of

Seeking high GPAs, loads of fun

any evidential value,” Stover said.
More than 100 interviews have
been conducted and detectives have
eliminated “many, many, many
people,” Stover said.
“We’re still interviewing and
following up on leads,” he said.
Detectives may be on campus
again as the investigation progresses, Stover said.
“We were able to interview the
majority of the people we needed to
talk to at the funeral,” he said.
The Blumberg family has
offered an $8,000 reward for information leading to the suspect.

“I don’t know how close we are
(to finding a suspect),” Stover said.
The
O’Fallon
Police
Department and St. Louis Major
Case Squad are working together
on the investigation.
The Sigma Kappa house was
open for students to return to campus Jan. 3 instead of Thursday for
the sorority members who wanted
to return early. A memorial service
is scheduled at 9 p.m. Wednesday
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
See MOURN Page 2

Man acquitted
of hate crime
By Geneva White
Staff editor

A Charleston man was acquitted Thursday of a hate crime
charge accusing him of making a
racial slur toward a black woman
that started a fight at an April party.
After about an hour and a half
of deliberation, a jury of seven
women and five men found
William J. Riley, 24, of the 200
block of Fifth St., not guilty for
both the hate crime charge and a
charge of battery.
Riley had been accused of making the comment and kicking
Eastern student Kwajalein Reed at

a party on April 17.
“I don’t think there should be a
hate crime law,” Riley said after the
verdict, which prompted him to
hug defense attorney Todd
Reardon. “It shouldn’t be black or
white. It should be equal.”
Riley was convicted of disorderly conduct for starting the fight
at the party when he refused to
leave. But the jury concluded the
fight stemmed from Riley’s reluctance to leave – not from the racial
slur he allegedly made to Reed.
“God love juries,” said Reardon,
who built his case partly around

Atglance
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Keri Davis, a junior sociology major, checks out books for Desirée Hughes, a sophomore music education major, Sunday
afternoon in the textbook rental service. Workers said Sunday was the busiest day for picking up books.

Students returning to campus prepare for classes, good times
By Julie Bartlow and Michelle Jones
Staff editors

Leaving behind the old year with memories of a
relaxing Christmas break, students coming back to
Eastern have many goals and ambitions for the new
year and semester.
Sara Cizman, a senior psychology major, spent her
holiday break traveling to the East coast.
“I went to Philly for three weeks to see my best
friend,” Cizman said. “I also went to New York to see
my sister.”
The highlight of being on break was getting to see
her sister and getting some shopping done, Cizman
said.
“I went out every night and shopped a lot,” she
said. “I really enjoyed seeing my sister as well since I
haven’t seen her in nine years . . . I also filled out some
(graduate) school applications.”
Cizman also said her main goals for this semester
are to achieve good grades and spend more time with
her friends.
“This is my last year at Eastern, and I hope to get
good grades,” she said. “I also hope to spend more
time with my friends and my roommate.”
For some students vacation was a time to unwind
and see old friends.

“(My break) was fun, I guess,” said John
Chamness, a freshman history major. “It was very
relaxing and I took my girlfriend out a lot, I slept a lot
and I played cards with my friends.”
Mark Sillitti, a junior speech communication
major, enjoyed not working and seeing friends.
“I saw lots of people I haven’t seen since August,”
he said.
Tanya Meyers, a junior marketing major, also had
fun seeing an old friend she does not get to see very
often.
Like many students Meyers and Sillitti want to
earn better grades this semester, but also have more
fun than they have had in previous semesters.
“(I want to) get my (grade point average) up, have
more fun, and be less stressful,” Meyers said.
Chamness said for this semester he hopes to get to
know his way around the campus because he is a
transfer student.
“I want to get to know my way around first
because I just transferred this semester and I’m new to
the area,” he said. “I also hope to do well in all of my
classes.”
Jason Wagoner, a sophomore history major and
Aubrey Bonanno, a sophomore undecided major,
See SEEKING Page 2

See ACQUITTED Page 2

Campus hours this week

Official schedule pick up
8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday-Friday at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Ballroom.
Students can also pick up their schedules in the south-west basement of McAfee
Gymnasium.

Parking permits

7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday at the University
Police Department. Students need to bring in a valid driver’s license, a validated Eastern
I.D., a current class schedule (if under the age of 21) and information about their vehicle. Costs for parking permits are as follows:
■ $25 per semester ($50 per year) for students with 60 or more hours
■ $75 per semester ($150 per year) for students with less than 60 semester hours

Student Recreation Center

Beginning today, regular hours will resume. Regular hours are:
■ 5:30 a.m. to midnight Monday through Thursday
■ 5:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday
■ 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday
■ 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday
■ The track will be closed the first week to be painted.
■ Pool hours are 7:30 to 10 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7:30 to 9 p.m. Friday and
2 to 5 p.m. Saturday.

University Union Bookstore

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday
■ 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday
■ 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
■ 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday
■

Touch tone registration

7:15 a.m. to 8:45 p.m. Monday through Friday
■ 7:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Saturday
■

Textbook Rental

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Thursday
■ Regular hours will resume Friday. Regular business hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday
■ Also, today only, free hot chocolate will be available at Coffee Express from 7:30 a.m.
until supplies last. Coupons for 10 percent off bookstore clothing will be available at
Textbook Rental and resident hall front desks.
■
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Mourn
from Page 1
Union.
“We are deeply saddened to
have learned of the sudden,
tragic death of one of our collegiate members,” said Ann
Brownson, Sigma Kappa advisory board chair, in a written
statement.
“We join with the entire campus in mourning her death and
extend our deepest sympathies
to her parents, family and
friends. We loved her very
much.”
Ms. Blumberg transferred to
Eastern in the fall of 1998 from
Belleville Area College, and was a
member of Sigma Kappa for a
year and a half.
“This is a difficult time for the
members of Sigma Kappa. We are
actively working with the chapter

providing support and guidance.
Our current focus is to help the
members express their sorrow and
prepare for a memorial service,”
Brownson said in a written statement.
David Onestak, director of the
Counseling Center, said staff was
at the Sigma Kappa house Sunday
night and will continue to be
available to talk to students.
“We’ll talk with the women
there about the normal grief reactions,” he said.
Onestak said the staff will give
students a list of things they
should and shouldn’t do as they
deal with their grief.
“We don’t want to intrude. We
keep our presentation pretty
brief,” he said.
Onestak said the best way for
students to deal with their grief is
to share memories and mourn
together, but if students have more
serious problems dealing with
their grief they should speak with
a counselor.

Seeking
from Page 1
spent the holidays traveling together to
Missouri and Chicago.
“We went ice skating on the lake shore,”
Bonanno said.
She said her highlight was getting to know
her boyfriend’s (Wagoner) family.
The best part of Wagoner’s break was
spending Christmas with his family.
“Everyone was there for the first time
in a long time this Christmas,” he said. “It was
really nice to see everyone.”
New Year’s Eve provided several students
with memories and fun times.
Nick Weaver, a senior finance major, went
out to bars and after-hour parties.
“I went to a different town to see a friend. It
was a different town and a change,” he said.

Acquitted
from Page 1
inconsistencies in witness’ testimony.
Although Assistant State’s
Attorney Todd Reitz had been
hoping for a conviction on the
hate crime charge, he said the jury
did their job during the trial.
“We thought there was enough
evidence there (for a hate crime
conviction),” he said. “But that’s
why we have a jury system. I
think the jury deliberated long
enough and we have to live by
their conclusions.”
Reed, 25, testified that after
getting off work on the night of
April 17 she went to the apartment of Bristole Zimmerman
where a gathering was taking
place. She said Riley arrived
shortly after she did and started
talking to her, but she was not
interested. At one point Riley
stood on the coffee table and
began to do a strip tease, exposing
himself, she said.

The Daily Eastern News

Protesters disrupt Miami
MIAMI (AP) – Hundreds of
Cuban-Americans
chanting
“Liberty! Liberty!” blocked intersections and cut off access to the Port of
Miami on Thursday to protest the
U.S. government’s decision to return
6-year-old Elian Gonzalez to his
father in Cuba.
Police arrested at least 135 people, including two prominent Cuban
exile leaders, for refusing to disperse.
Roaming groups of protesters disrupted traffic on major streets during
the evening rush hour, angering drivers trying to escape the gridlock.
More than 50 officers in riot gear
used tear gas to disperse hundreds of
protesters from one intersection.
A motorist plowed through a group
of protesters blocking an intersection
near Miami International Airport,
knocking a man and a woman to the
ground. Their conditions were not
immediately known. One police officer working crowd control suffered

Even though one student stayed home for
New Year’s Eve, she still had fun.
“My family thought the world was going to
end, so I had to stay home; but I watched T.V.,”
said Lynette Siegel, a freshman Spanish major
with teacher certification. “I had a lot of fun
and got to see my family.”
This semester Siegel wants to speak
Spanish more fluently.
One student received shocking news over
break.
“The big surprise announcement was my
sister’s getting married,” said Jill Lauerman, a
graduate history major.
Lauerman liked having no homework over
break, but she is ready to start and get through
another semester as a graduate student.
For some students coming back to Eastern
means escaping the hassle and stress of having
to work over the holidays.
“My break was boring because I had to
work,” said Jennifer Schaper, a junior sociolo-

Reed testified that during the
striptease, she became disturbed
and went into the bedroom where
Riley showed up to talk to her
several minutes later. Reed said
that Zimmerman came into the
room and physically removed
Riley, who ended up leaving the
apartment briefly with two of his
friends.
When Riley returned to the
apartment to retrieve his jacket,
he found Reed on the couch sitting on the jacket and pulled it
from under her, she said.
According to testimony, Riley
then stated, “We don’t like you
here. We don’t want you here. Go
back to Somalia.”
A scuffle ensued when
Zimmerman and another woman
at the party, Melinda Ware, tried
to make Riley leave, Reed said.
After the fight broke up, Riley
kicked Reed in her neck, she testified.
Both Zimmerman and Ware
testified Riley made the comment,
“Go back to Somalia,” to Reed.
They said the fight began when

broken bones when he was hit by a
motorist trying to get home.
The situation was expected to
continue Friday. Brothers to the
Rescue, a Miami-based exile group
that searches the waters off Florida
for Cubans trying to make it to the
United States, called for supporters
to drive 15 mph Friday throughout
Miami-Dade County.
In Washington, Attorney General
Janet Reno essentially ruled out any
chance she will reverse Wednesday’s
decision by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to send the
boy back to the communist island.

Correction
An article in the Dec. 1, 1999
edition of The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly stated where Craig
Peyton Gaumer was from.
Gaumer is from Collinsville.
The News regrets the error.

gy major.
Despite having a dull break, Schaper said
she was happy to see her friends and hopes to
get a higher grade point average for the new
semester.
Chris Browning, a senior finance major,
also said his vacation was boring because he
had to work almost every day.
Browning said he has only two things on his
mind to accomplish this semester.
“I hope to graduate and find a good job,” he
said.
Rebecca Cooley, a sophomore history major
said her break was not very much fun because
she had to have her wisdom teeth taken out.
Cooley did, however enjoy visiting with
family members she had only seen once since
she arrived at Eastern.
“I got to see all of my family because I only
went home once last semester for
Thanksgiving,” she said. “I was really happy to
see all of them.”

they tried to make Riley leave
after the comment was made.
“I didn’t want a fight to break
out because of the comment that
was said so I asked if Bill (Riley)
could leave,” Ware told the jury.
But Riley told a different story
when he took the stand. He said it
was his friend who accompanied
him to the party who made the
statement “Go back to Somalia.”
Riley said Reed attempted to
hit him with a bottle and shoved
him when he tried to apologize
for laughing at her earlier in the
night when she allegedly lifted
her shirt.
“She just kept shoving me and
saying, ‘I need my space,’” he
said.
Riley admitted he responded to
Reed’s comment by saying there
is “plenty of space in Africa.”
During closing arguments
Reardon pointed out some of the
differences in witnesses’ stories
and said Riley was not a racist.
Although Riley did make a comment to Reed, Reardon said the
comment did not cause any

“breech of the peace.”
“Ladies and gentlemen of the
jury, disorderly conduct – yes,
hate crime – no,” Reardon said.
“My client doesn’t burn crosses in
the back yard.”
Reitz said in his closing arguments the jury had all the evidence they needed with the three
women’s testimonies.
“He directed a racial slur at a
black person,” Reitz said.
“Obviously that is unreasonable.
Kwajalein Reed testified she was
offended.”
Coles County Circuit court
judge Paul Komada ordered Riley
to serve one year of conditional
discharge and pay $245 in fines
for the disorderly conduct charge.
“I don’t think the hate crime
statute is tailored to extreme situations where you have a cross
burning,” Reitz said after the verdict. “I think the intent of the
statute is to cover racially motivated actions.”
Associate news editor Nicole
Meinheit contributed to this story.
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English professor negotiates his time
By Nicole Meinheit
Assoc. news editor

College campuses are full of busy
people.
Students often find themselves
trying to fit job interviews in
between classes and papers, but as
most professors can tell you, the
hectic schedule does not end with
graduation.
And the busy schedules do not
just belong to college students.
College professors tackle their share
of work, often taking on more that
just classroom responsibilities.
Last semester David Radavich,
English professor, found himself
with a lot more than classroom
responsibilities.
As chief negotiator for Eastern’s
chapter of University Professionals
of Illinois, the faculty union,
Radavich often spent hours in negotiations. One Sunday afternoon
Radavich, along with the UPI negotiating team and the administration
negotiators, sat in negotiations from
1 to 10 p.m.
That weekend negotiators put in
a total of 15 hours working on the
contract.
That weekend was the same
weekend the Charleston Alley
Theatre was preforming Radavich’s
play “Alchemies.”
“I missed the Sunday performance of the play and the cast
party,” Radavich said.
But while life does not stop for
anything, not even contract negotiations, Radavich says it was worth the
sacrifice.
“I feel like I was contributing in

Monday

profile

weekly series featuring a person on campus or in city

this way to the university,” he said.
That weekend was not the only
time Radavich and other negotiators
put in long hours. Formal negotiations started June 1, 1999 and both
sides meet three times each week for
two to three hours.
In addition, both UPI and administration negotiators, meet on their
own, outside of negotiations, to analyze what had happened in negotiations.
Work load was one of the main
sticking points in the contract negotiations, Radavich said.
Typically professors teach
between nine and 12 credit hours a
semester, and professors felt is was
important to limit those hours.
Higher education is important to
Radavich, who received his undergraduate degree, and later his doctorate, from the University of Kansas,
and he sees a lot of his work in contract negotiations going toward preserving the intimate classroom setting that exists at Eastern.
“I know all my students by name
and I care what they're doing,”
Radavich said. “I get calls, letters
and e-mails from ex-students. I
would hate to have such a huge
classroom where you never get to
know your students and they never
get to know each other.”
Other hang ups arose from compensation and summer school issues,
but Radavich points out that those

are main hang ups on every campus.
Even with the final vote for union
members to approve the contract five
days away, Radavich has gotten lots
of positive feedback from his colleagues.
He tires to remind faculty members that negations are an ongoing
thing. While the contract is settled
for the most part, the negotiation
team already has ideas about what
they want to incorporate into the
next contract.
Radavich also has ideas for the
next contract, which will need to be
negotiated when the current contract
runs out in three years, but he is not
sure he’ll be the one negotiating it.
The negotiating team is made up
of six people. Five years ago
Laurent Gosselin, former president
of UPI, asked Radavich to be a part
of the negotiating team. Since then,
Radavich worked his way though
the negotiating team to become chief
negotiator a little more than a year
ago.
With these negations nearing an
end, Radavich says he plans to
remain chief negotiator for the next
few years and train someone else to
take over his role for the next negotiations.
Even without negotiations,
Radavich plans to keep his schedule
full.
Over spring break he is going to
Germany to see his play “Fragments
of the Third Planet,” preformed.
While he has written 20 different
plays and had 40 different performances, this is the first of his plays
to be preformed in Europe.
“Fragments of the Third Planet”

File Photo
David Radavich explains the negotiation process to students in the residence
halls in late November.
is part of a seven-play series published and says poetry and play
Radavich wrote that examines social writing are two very different things.
issues. “Fragments of the Third
“Poetry is much more of a soliPlanet” looks at environmental con- tary introspective,” Radavich said.
cerns while other plays in the series, “Theater is a social introspective.”
like “Alchemies,” focus on other
Radavich takes his love for both
issues like fidelity and parenting in theater and poetry into the classaddition to other social issues.
room.
During the negotiations, working
“(Teaching) has been a wonon the production of “Alchemies” drous experience because I always
provided a change of pace for learn a lot,” Radavich said. “I learn
Radavich.
a lot from my students.”
“It was a good release,” Radavich
In addition to playwriting and a
said. “It was a good change of pace.” graduate level drama course,
In addition to play writing, Radavich teaches myth and culRadavich has had two poetry books ture.

Subway slated to join Eastern may receive $50.9 million
Chick-fil-A in Union
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

By Julie Bartlow
Campus editor

Students no longer need to complain about not having enough variety and food options for this semester because a Subway will be introduced to the campus sometime
soon.
Bill Schnackle, director of
University Housing and Dining
Services said Subway will accompany the newly-arrived restaurant,
Chick-fil-A, in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“There’s a lot of dining area
where Chick-fil-A is so we thought
that it (Subway) could be placed in
the same area as Chick-fil-A,”
Schnackle said. “This way students

will get more options instead of
chicken ... if they want a sub with
fries from Chick-fil-A, or a lemonade
with their sub, then they can do so.”
Schnackle expects the restaurant
to be complete by late January or
early February.
“We’re shooting for the end of
this month for it to be done,” he
said. “But we’re in the process of
hiring students and they also have
to be trained. If the end of this
month does not look good, then
we’ll definitely have it in and working by early February.”
Schnackle said the hours for
Subway will be the same as Chickfil-A’s,10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and is undecided whether or not it should be
opened on the weekends.

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education has recommended
Eastern receive a 6.9 percent
increase in general funds for the
fiscal year 2001.
Of the originally requested
$13.7 million increase, the IBHE
recommended Eastern receive
$4.1 million in additional funds
from the state.
If the IBHE’s recommendation
is approved by Illinois Gov.
George Ryan and the state
Legislature Eastern will receive
$50.9 million in general funds.
“The final appropriation is usually lower than the amount recommended at the IBHE level,” said
Budget Director Kim Furumo.
“(The funds are) not definite at

this point.”
Last year, the IBHE recommended $48.3 million in general
funds and after review by Ryan
and state Legislature Eastern
received $47.6 million in general
funds.
“(The funds are) considered
appropriated funds and they fund
academic programs,” Furumo
said.
General funds also pay for such
items as classroom equipment and
staff salaries.
According to the recommendations, at 6.9 percent Eastern would
receive the second largest increase
in the state, outdone only by a
Chicago State University, which
the IBHE has recommended a 7
percent increase for.
Eastern requested $155,500 to
create a minor in nutrition and fit-

ness but the IBHE did not recommend the funds. The IBHE also
did not recommend additional
money to Eastern for utilities,
non-personal services operating
budgets, targeting talented professionals, assessment-employability-accountability and parity.
The IBHE also recommended a
$49 million capitol budget
increase. Capitol budget money is
requested by the schools each year
for projects that are being taken
on. Eastern had requested $58.8
million in capitol budget increases.
The IBHE recommended $4
million of the capitol money to go
toward movable equipment for
Booth Library and $43.4 million
for construction for the expansion
and renovation of the Fine Arts
Center.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
10% off all School supplies
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 3:00pm to 7pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
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Funding for
our future

N

ow that Eastern is in a position to possibly receive a 6.9 percent increase in
general funds for the fiscal year 2001,
it may be time to start considering the
best way to spend the money to help boost the
university’s reputation.
The proposed increase was recommended by
the Illinois Board of Higher Education, and general funds can be used to help fund anything in
the instructional part of the university.
Should the recommendation be approved by
Illinois Gov. George Ryan and the state
Legislature, $50.9 million in general funds will
be given to Eastern for fiscal year 2001. That
$50.9 million could be
IBHE budget increase used to help bring
An increase in general funds
Eastern more up to
should mean more technology
date and better able to
and improvements for Eastern’s
compete with other
academic programs.
state universities.
A major factor students often consider when
trying to decide whether to attend a college is
how caught up the institution is in technology. In
an age when many educational tasks are done
with computers, more and more jobs are
demanding college graduates to have strong
skills in technology and the ability to utilize
them.
But additional technology is just one item the
money can go toward to make Eastern a more
appealing university. The money also could be
used to help improve academic programs and
create a better learning environment for students.
Using the increased funds the IBHE has recommended in a smart way will help Eastern
receive some of the respect it deserves. The students, faculty, staff and administrators put a lot
of work into giving Eastern a good name and
using this money wisely will help other people
realize this too.
The ultimate decision regarding state funding
for public universities comes from the state
Legislature and Ryan.
These people are watching — they want to
see the good things the university can do with
the money being provided.
The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Today’s quote

In my creed, waste of public money is like the sin
against the Holy Ghost.
John Viscount Morley,
English politician and writer, 1838-1923

”

s I raised my glass of
champagne to celebrate the new year
when the clock
struck midnight Dec. 31, I
breathed a sigh of relief. All was
well in those first moments of
2000. The Y2K bug had not bitGeneva White
ten. The lights were still on. The
Editorial page editor
music was still playing. And
other than the girl who was getting sick in the bathroom, everybody was pretty happy.
Looking around, it seems the only disaster in the year
2000 is that some people who overreacted now own one too
many generators and a year’s supply of Spam.
But after pausing to take a quick look around at the way
life is in the “new millennium” it becomes apparent that a
Y2K glitch may have been the least of our worries. While
things may seem to be improving as time moves forward,
I’m afraid these are simply illusions. People are starting to
get greedier, more ignorant and more self-involved.
We live in a time when the stupid are rewarded and the
intelligent often go unnoticed. Take for example, our priorities today. Only in 21st century American society can a
bimbo with no self-respect land an internship at the White
House, get a book deal and end up doing Jenny Craig commercials. For those who haven’t heard, Monica’s latest project is telling Americans how going through the Jenny Craig
program helped her lose pounds.Yes, Monica probably is set
for life. Why should a woman go to college and seek a
career when all she has to do is get herself involved in a sex
scandal with the President of the United States?
Let’s not forget Monica’s buddy Linda Tripp. The
woman recently did an excellent job of displaying just what
matters to society — looks. After all the jokes about her
appearance, she decided to have plastic surgery. Tripp seems
to think getting some facelift is going to solve all of her
problems. Why? Because the message that is filtered to us
every day in our culture says that looking good, not being

U.S. should better
support human rights
There are several international
treaties and United Nations conventions that the United States has refused
to ratify, while continuing to trumpet
its supposed commitment to human
rights.
Although most countries have
signed the treaty banning land mines,
the United States has not. Can one reasonably expect that a country that has
used cluster bombs and depleted uranium in Yugoslavia and maintains an
embargo on Iraq, which has caused the
deaths of over a half-million children,
would sign such a treaty? Since the
disintegration of the Soviet Union,
only one superpower is left and the
United States obviously wants the freedom to use maximum force everywhere in the world where multinational corporate interests are at stake.
The same argument as above could
be used for the failure of the United
States to ratify the nuclear test ban
treaty. Another factor here is the
tremendous public subsidy to the

yourself, equals success. I suppose we can now forgive Tripp
“We live in a time for any trouble she caused
because, after all, she has a new
when the stupid
face.
are rewarded and
However, Monica and Linda
cannot
top the moron who had
the intelligent
his name legally changed to
often go
DotComGuy. Originally a computer systems manager named
unnoticed.”
Mitch Maddox, the 26-year-old
has vowed to live for an entire
year in a Dallas apartment with
nothing but his laptop computer. He plans to function completely online while hosting a 24-hour video feed of his life.
The purpose — to drum up some publicity for his company,
DotComGuy Inc. In a way, it’s almost too bad the Y2K bug
didn’t strike — then Maddox, I mean DotComGuy, might
have had to get a real job.
DotComGuy is proving that interacting with other people
is no longer necessary. Life online has shown us we can
retreat into own little worlds and celebrate agoraphobia.
The money that was spent for Tripp’s plastic surgery,
Monica’s bogus Jenny Craig commercials and
DotComGuy’s project could go toward something more useful, such as finding a cure for cancer. Perhaps the biggest
tragedy as we enter a new century is the disease has forced a
great cartoonist to decide to lay down his pen. The Red
Baron will never fly again.
Although my attitude at this point may appear to be cynical, I still have faith in people, no matter what gimmicks or
ideals they choose to accept. I just believe it is important in
this new century to start getting our priorities straight. If we
continue at the rate we are going, the Apocalypse won’t
have to strike. We’ll be living it. So as Bob Dylan said, “The
times they are a changing.”
Geneva White is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cuglw1@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
n

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
armaments industry, which has helped
support the capitalist system since
World War II. If the United States were
truly serious about nuclear disarmament, there would be no continuation
of plutonium production and no U.S.
research on new triggers for hydrogen
bombs that don't require first the
explosion of an atom bomb.
Finally, while politicians talk a lot
about family values, the United States
has not ratified the U.N. Convention
on the Rights of the Child. This is not
surprising since economic rights are
mentioned in the convention such as
children’s right to education, health
care, housing, etc. and to be free of
exploitative labor as in sex slavery or
sweatshops. This convention contradicts the IMF and World Bank policy
of forcing countries to cut back on
education and health care spending and
increase exports, so more foreign
exchange will be available to repay

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu

loans to foreign banks. Also, many
children are now being employed in
sweatshops operated by U.S.-based
multinational corporations.
Rather than the phony-baloney
excuses for the failure to ratify these
treaties which are given in the corporate media, all this is understandable
and consistent if one realizes that this
is simply an extension of 500 years of
Western imperialism. It fits together
like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.

Gary Sudborough

Bellflower, Calif.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
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Graduate school names new dean daily
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

Bob Augustine has been named
as dean of the Graduate School following a national search to fill the
position.
Augustine has been the acting
dean since 1997.
“I’m very excited to have been
selected, and I am excited to work
with the university on graduate
education, research and international issues,” Augustine said.
Augustine said he plans to
apply technology to the administration of graduate programs and
continue the growth of the graduate
assistantship
program.
Augustine also plans to institute a
new publication that will focus on
the work of Eastern faculty and
students and have a new Web page
that will add support for research.
“Bob’s (Augustine) sensitivity
to graduate education and his
efforts to embrace the dynamic
changes taking place in the acade-

my make his appointment even
more critical here at EIU. We look
forward to his able leadership,”
said Teshome Abebe, vice president for academic affairs, in a press
release.
Augustine also said he hopes to
i n c r e a s e
Eastern’s diversity
through
international
education.
“Technology is
offering new
and innovative
options
for
developing
scholarship,
Bob Augustine
advanced study
and globalization,” Augustine said in a press
release.
Prior to taking on the acting
dean position, Augustine worked
as chair of the communication disorders and sciences department
since 1990. Augustine first came to

Eastern as an assistant professor in
the same department in 1978.
“During my tenure at Eastern
Illinois University I have had the
opportunity to work with some of
EIU’s finest educators and staff
members,” Augustine said in a
press release. “I am excited about
the continuing opportunity to work
with these outstanding professionals to build and enhance one of
EIU’s strengths, its excellent master’s, specialists and post baccalaureate programs.”
Augustine was recently elected
as coordinator of the SpeechLanguage Pathology Assembly,
according to a university press
release. Augustine has also served
as president of the Illinois SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association.
Augustine received both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree from
Illinois State University in speech
pathology and audiology, and a
doctorate in communication disorders and sciences from Southern
Illinois University.

New staff to lead DEN into new year
With the beginning of the year 2000, a new staff will
begin their positions with The Daily Eastern News as the
semi-annual changeover goes into effect today.
Meghan McMahon, a senior journalism major from
Lake Villa, will serve as the editor in chief. McMahon
has held various positions with The News since 1998
including administration editor and editorial page editor.
Laura Irvine, a senior journalism major from Oak Forest,
will serve as the managing editor. Irvine was previously the
development director.
Amy Thon, a junior jourMeghan McMahon
nalism major from Lombard,
will serve as the news editor.
Thon was previously the associate news editor.
Nicole Meinheit, a junior English major from
Peotone, will serve as the associate news editor. She was
previously the managing editor.
Geneva White, a senior journalism major from
Peoria, will now serve as the editorial page editor. White
was previously the campus editor.
Michelle Jones, a freshman journalism and English
major from Frankfort, will serve as the activities editor.
Jones was previously a staff writer.
Shauna Gustafson, a freshman journalism major
from Cherry Valley, will now serve as the administration
editor. Gustafson was previously a staff writer.
Julie Bartlow, a freshman journalism major from
Royalton, will serve as the campus editor. Bartlow was
previously a staff writer.
Julius Sexton, a senior English major from Evanston,
will now serve as the city editor. Sexton was previously

a staff writer.
Kelly Rush, a junior journalism major from
Shabbona, will now serve as the student government editor. Rush was previously a staff writer.
Matt Neistein, a sophomore journalism major from
Chicago, will serve as co-features editor. Neistein was
previously the city editor.
Elizabeth O’Riley, a sophomore journalism major
from Downers Grove, will now serve as co-features editor. O’Riley was previously the activities editor.
Mandy Marshall, a sophomore business major from
Normal, will remain in her position of photo editor.
Sara Figiel, a junior journalism major from Park
Forest, will now serve as the associate photo editor.
Figiel was previously a staff writer and a staff photographer.
Kyle Bauer, a junior journalism major from Elwood,
will remain in his position as sports editor.
Kristin Rojek, sophomore English major from
Shaumburg, will now serve as co-associate sports editor.
Rojek was previously a staff writer.
Bill Ruthhart, a sophomore journalism major from
Rock Island, will serve as co-associate sports editor.
Ruthhart was previously the associate sports editor.
Sean Stangland, a junior journalism major from
Wheeling, will serve as Verge editor. Stangland was previously a staff writer.
Tony Scott, a senior speech communication major
from Yorkville, will serve as the associate Verge editor.
Scott was previously a staff writer,
Christy Kilgore, a junior journalism major from
Charleston, will now serve as art director. Kilgore was
previously the associate Verge editor.
All terms run through April 28.

briefing
Prosecutors seek
death in Abeln case
EAST ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Federal prosecutors plan to seek
the death penalty against Guy J.
Westmoreland and Deandre
Lewis in the murder of Debra
Abeln.
Mrs. Abeln was shot to death
Dec. 27, 1997, at her husband’s
aviation business at an airport in
Cahokia in what authorities said
was supposed to look like a
botched robbery. Her husband
and their 12-year-old son witnessed the killing.
Richard Abeln, 45, of
Sappington, Mo., has since
pleaded guilty to planning her
murder and is awaiting sentencing. His plea and agreement to
testify against Westmoreland and
Lewis helped him escape the
possibility of a death sentence.
The trial was to begin
Tuesday but has been postponed
to Sept. 5 to allow lawyers more
time to prepare and to file
motions.
Richard Abeln and
Westmoreland, 37, of
Florissant, Mo., were allegedly
partners in smuggling drugs
from Texas. Abeln said
Westmoreland arranged the
killing. The businessman said
his wife knew of his extramarital affairs and he wanted to
avoid splitting his assets with
her in a divorce.
Prosecutors charged Lewis,
23, of St. Louis, with being the
triggerman. He was an employee
at Westmoreland’s service station in St. Louis.

Canadian man dies
at Antarctica base

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Canadian man who worked as a
contractor for the U.S. polar
program in Antarctica has died
of unknown causes, officials of
the National Science
Foundation announced Friday.
John G. Biesiada, 43, of St.
Catharines, Ontario, was pronounced dead about 8 a.m.

EST by medical personnel at
McMurdo Station, the main
U.S. scientific base in
Antarctica, the NSF said in a
statement released Friday
evening.
Officials said the cause of
death was not known. An
autopsy is planned. Biesiada’s
body was discovered at 1 a.m.,
Saturday, Antarctica time.
McMurdo is 17 hours ahead of
Eastern Standard Time in the
United States.
Biesiada was a civilian radar
technician working for the
Space and Naval Warfare
Center at McMurdo.
Officials said that Biesiada had
passed the medical examination
required of all personnel
deployed to the South Pole in
the U.S. Antarctica program.
U.S. scientific research in
Antarctica is coordinated by the
NSF which operates three stations on the south polar continent. The south polar region is
now in the midst of its summer
and about 1,200 people are currently working at the American
bases, including about 850 at
McMurdo.

Air Force major
faces court-martial

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
Air Force major said Friday he
faces a court-martial for refusing
to take the anthrax vaccine
because he fears it could jeopardize his health.
Maj. Sonnie Bates, a pilot
stationed at Dover Air Force
Base in Delaware, is believed to
be the highest-ranking military
officer facing court-martial for
refusing to follow a direct order
to take the shot.
The Defense Department has
ordered that the anthrax vaccine
to be administered to all 2.4 million active duty and reserve military troops as protection against
biological warfare. More than
380,000 service members have
started the six-shot regimen.
More than 200 military personnel have refused to take the
vaccine because they fear its
safety, Pentagon officials say.
Bates could have accepted a
so-called Article 15, a nonjudicial punishment provided under
the Uniform Code of Military
Justice.
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Search committee fills Cashier’s office being renovated
financial aid position Construction puts services
Search continues
for vice president
for business affairs
By Michelle Jones
Staff editor

A search committee has selected Norm Bedford to fill the
vacant position of associate director of financial aid.
The position has been filled
after a national search for candidates was conducted.
Bedford, a 1996 graduate of
Ohio State University, was hired
for the position based on the
search committee’s efforts and
recommendations from Jone
Zieren, director of financial aid.
Bedford previously worked as the
assistant director of financial aid
at Ohio State University.
He begins work at Eastern
today.
Part of the position will
include holding weekly meetings

with his staff to keep everyone
informed and to maintain a strong
personal relationship with his
staff.
“Obviously you have to be a
boss first. You can’t be everybody’s best friend because you
can’t please everybody, but it’s
important to have that relationship,” Bedford previously said in
an interview.
Other candidates for the position included Michelle Kay Alsip
and Lora Kelly-Benck.
A national search for a new
vice president for business affairs
is almost complete.
Gail Richards, clinical services
professor and head of the search
committee, said the committee
has completed their work and has
forwarded their information to the
president.
“President Surles will talk
with candidates and check references,” Richards said.
The three candidates for the
position are Heather Haberaecker,
Joseph Armul and Terrence
Duffey.

in two temporary locations
By Julie Bartlow
Campus editor

Renovations to the cashier’s office in Old Main
will create a better working atmosphere for the
cashiers and make the environment more “student
friendly,” said Linda Coffey, who works in the
Student Accounts Office.
“We really need these changes because if you
have ever been inside the cashier’s office you will
notice that there are all these closed in walls,” she
said. “These walls will be taken out and open walls
will replace the old ones to create a more open and
friendly environment for the cashiers and students.”

Coffey also mentioned that the renovations will
be more convenient to the cashiers who work in the
office.
“The cashiers were sitting on high stools and the
counters were so high up that it made working difficult,” Coffey said. “The large furniture will be
replaced by lower and smaller desktops so the
cashiers will not have the pain of reaching high up
on their keyboards and such.”
During the renovations, students can use the
office’s services at two locations — the ticket window in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
and the business office in Old Main.
Coffey said loan checks will be distributed next
week at the ticket window in the University Union for
students who need to pick up their financial aid checks.
The renovations should be finished by Jan. 18
after students have returned from their three day
weekend.

Senate to discuss forum findings
Subcommittees
reviewing ideas
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate Tuesday will
be reviewing findings from the Fall

Forum, which was held last semester.
The meeting will be held at 2
p.m. in Room 2504 in Buzzard Hall.
Faculty Senate Chair Bonnie
Irwin said subcommittees within
Faculty Senate have been reviewing
reports from the forum. Those subcommittees have deciding how to

use the ideas that have been gathered.
Irwin said the topic of the forum
was faculty development.
“It went very well,” Irwin said.
“(The Faculty Senate has been)
working on faculty development
and how it can help the community.”

Executive relates game shows to crack New Year finds ethanol
industry at crossroads

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — Let
the sniping begin.
A top NBC executive on Sunday
compared ABC's hit game show
“Who Wants to Be a Millionaire” to
crack — for its euphoric yet ultimately corrosive effect on a network's schedule. Still, he admitted
he watches the rival network's
shows and enjoys it.
“Millionaire” returned Sunday
for an eight-day run before settling
down to air regularly, three nights a
week.
NBC, meanwhile, jumped into
the quiz craze with its own premiere Sunday of the revived 1950s
game show “21.”
NBC Entertainment President
Garth Ancier called “Millionaire”
the most significant development in
prime-time television in several
years and said he knows how exciting the high ratings are for people at
ABC.
“It's like crack,” Ancier said
Sunday at a news conference with
television writers. “Once you're on
it, it's wonderful because you get
these giant ratings. But nobody

believes it's going to work forever.”
Ancier and his colleague, NBC
West Coast President Scott Sassa,
both noted that ABC has set comedies and dramas aside to make
room for “Millionaire.” In the long
term, they believe ABC will pay for
its preoccupation with the game
show.
“When this thing ends, you're
going to have a heck of a lot of
development to do,” Sassa said.
“That's going to be a tough duty.”
Ancier compared it to Fox and
the attention that network gave to
colorful reality shows over the past
two years. Now the reality genre
has cooled and Fox, which struck
out with its new fall shows, is struggling.
ABC is currently in third place
in the ratings, following CBS and
NBC. But with ABC airing the
Super Bowl and Academy Awards,
plus a steady diet of “Millionaire,”
it has a shot at scoring a lucrative
upset win for the year.
Messages left Sunday for two
ABC spokesmen and the publicist
for “Millionaire” were not immedi-

ately returned.
Veteran television executive
Fred Silverman, who is producing
“21” for NBC, said the success of
“Millionaire” was the audience's
way of telling the people who run
the networks they wanted something different.
“In the last five or 10 years,
we've gone overboard with a diet of
half-hour comedies,” he said.
The new “21” is similar to the
original, but it makes one big concession for the times: Its questions
are multiple choice, not openended, and are far easier than those
posed to contestants in the 1950s.
NBC is hoping to set another
trend in the fall. Its executives said
about half of the comedies NBC
has in development are geared to a
family audience since the end of
“Home Improvement” left a void in
that genre. One promising show,
“Daddio,” will star Michael Chiklis
as a stay-at-home dad.
“The alternative to doing family
shows is to have really attractive
people living in lofts in New York,”
Sassa said, “which we've done.”

Need a reason
to smile?

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
New Year finds ethanol producers
and the corn farmers that eagerly
supply them with most of their raw
materials at a critical crossroads.
The apparent impending demise
of the corn-based alternative fuel's
largest rival presents the ethanol
industry with the potential for a vast
expansion of its market - its first real
chance at weaning itself off years of
federal subsidies and a fantasycome-true for corn producers desperate to prop up crop prices.
But at the same time, Jan. 1
marked the start of stricter rules in a
government smog-reduction program that could result in a drastic
reduction of ethanol sales. The
Environmental Protection Agency is
raising the program's pollutionreduction goals so that ethanol, even
though it decreases carbon monoxide, no longer qualifies as a cleanerfuel additive in summer months
when it evaporates more readily.
The first scenario could mean a

doubling of the demand for ethanol.
The second could mean demand
drops by half. And the uncertainty
means farmers and producers, mostly
in the Midwestern corn belt, are antsy.
“It's huge,” said Eric Vaughn,
president of the Renewable Fuels
Association, a lobbying group
formed by agribusiness giant Archer
Daniels Midland Co. and other
ethanol producers. “There's a lot of
anticipation out there.”
Which scenario wins out hinges
largely on the EPA. The agency has
promised to secure ethanol's place in
the so-called reformulated gasoline
program but has yet to detail how it
will do that even as the tighter regulations already are in effect.
The program requires the sale of
cleaner-burning, oxygenated gasoline year-round in the nation's mostpolluted cities, including Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Louis. Many
other states seeking to clean up their
air also have opted into the federal
program.

ARE YOU PLANNING
TO STUDENT TEACH
IN 2000-2001?
DID YOU MISS THE FALL MEETINGS?

345-EAT8

If you were not on campus Fall or did not attend
one of the eight Fall meetings, this is your final
opportunity.

345-2280

• 12 INCH Deep Dish
2 Toppings $9.99

Applications were due December 1, 1999. All
materials submitted on or before this date will be
given priority in processing and placement.

• 14 INCH Thin Crust
2 Toppings $7.99
• 2 Calzones
2 Toppings $7.99
636 W. LINCOLN

January 12, 5:00-5:50, Buzzard
Auditorium

Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

Sublessors

An individual with a bachelor’s
degree needed for professional
position working with DD adults
and children. Duties include case
management, must be organized
and have good leadership abilities. PT and FT available. Great
benefits
for
FT,
include
health/life/dental/401K.
Send
resume to 1550 Douglas Suite
203. Atten: Human Resources,
Charleston EOE.
________________________5/4
Waitress wanted part-time, need
for holidays also, apply in person
after 4 PM, Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
________________________5/4
Delivery Driver wanted 11 am - 3
pm. Apply at China 88 1140
Lincoln Avenue
_______________________1/14
WILDLIFE JOBS to $21.60/HR.
Includes benefits. Game wardens, security, maintenance, park
rangers. No experience needed.
For app. and exam info call 1-800813-3585 x 2435 8:00 am - 9:00
pm 7 days. fds,inc.
________________________2/4
POSTAL JOBS to $18.35/HR.
Includes benefits, no experience.
For app and exam info call 1-800813-3585 x 2434 8:00 am - 9:00
pm 7 days. fds,inc.
________________________2/4
Child Care Staff positions available to work with special needs
children in their homes. Full time
positions with benefits and parttime positions available. Must be
18 and have a desire to learn,
demonstrate initiative and creativ-

ity. All shifts available, priority 3rd
shifts. Internships and career
development available. Start at
$7.00 per hour with increases
available. Apply at 1550 Douglas
Drive Suite 206 M - F 8 - 4. The
Graywood Foundation is an E. O.
E.
________________________2/4

Responsible students only! Call
Rich or Mary at 235-4243.
_______________________1/14
All new 1 bedroom apartments
just being built. Available Fall.
117 W. Polk Street. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
Bell Red Door Apartments. 1, 2, &
3 bedrooms. 12 month lease.
Call 345-3554
_______________________1/28
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000 - 2001 school
year. No pets. $265/month. 12
month lease. Call 345-3148
________________________5/4
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. Now leasing
summer and 2000/2001 school
year. One block east of Old Main.
Completely furnished, heat and
garbage included. Individual 9
month leases for fall and 3 month
leases for summer. Call 345-7136.
________________________5/4
House to share with 2 male students, private bedroom, $750 total
thru end of Spring Semester. 847680-3780.
_______________________1/14
1 Bedroom studio available for
Spring 2000. $290/month. All utilities paid. Call 345-2416.
_______________________1/21
Renting for 2000-01 school year 2
& 3 bedroom houses, 1 & 2 bedroom apartments near campus.
Girls, not pets. 345-4602.
_______________________1/21
Female Sublessor-Spring 2000
own Room, Free Laundry,
Furnished Call Terra 345-6298.
_______________________1/11

3 Sublessors needed for 3 bedroom house on 10th Street. $210
per month plus utilities. For information, call 822-9135 or 8225729
_______________________1/12

For rent
Nice 2 BR furnished apartment on
square, carpeted, new appliances, c/air, water, trash $450
345-4010.
________________________‘00
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 2 bedroom,
1 1/2 bath, furnished apt. 12
month lease. 1017 Woodlawn Dr.
348-7746
________________________5/1
Now leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments. Close to
campus. Phone 345-6533 for
details.
________________________5/4
2,3,4, & 5 bedroom houses for
lease Fall 2000. Call 346-3583.
_______________________1/14
2 Bedroom furnished house for 3
people. Call 346-3583.
_______________________1/14
Beautiful 4 bedroom house 1 3/4
bath house at 1012 2nd Street.
Living room, dining room, kitchen,
laundry room with washer & dryer.
Newer carpet, stove & refrigerator. Large mature trees on a double lot. Available July 1, 2000.
Twelve month lease, 1st and last
month rent. $295 each bedroom.

Announcements
JAMAICAN TAN - 6 Wolff units, so
you can always get in!!
November-December Specials
107.9 the X. FREE drawings!
FREE session w/pkg. purchase!
FREE lotion sample to 1st time
J.T. tanner! Group Rates. 3480018
________________________‘00
Are you an athlete? Have sore
muscles, aches and pains? The
solution is Dry Hydrotherapy
Massage! Find relief! First session is FREE! And you can afford
to do it 1 or 2 times/week. Only at
Jamaican Tan 348-0018.
________________________‘00

$

Spend all your money
over the holidays?
Sell your stuff in the
Daily Eastern News
classifieds

Call 581-2812 for more info.
CampusClips

Personals
CONGRATULATIONS Sigma Phi
Epsilon!
Best Grades Ever!
(2.904) ABOVE All Campus
Average (2.900); All Men’s
Average (2.75); and All Fraternity
Average. Leaders get their work
done and get their grades. ~ Doc
_______________________1/10
Tell your friends how much they
mean to you, or wish them well in
the Daily Eastern News______’00

THE AGENCY. Meeting tonight 5 pm in Buzzard 2436.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fund raising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Price
from Page 12
and finish the game,” he said. “We
always know Merve wouldn’t
want us to quit and so we just had
to go out and play hard like Merve
does and take his strength, character, hard work and ability to make
things happen and go out and get
the win.”
Samuels is now faced with the
challenge in replacing his second
and third leading scorers in Polite
and Joseph, respectively. Polite is
the team’s leading three point
threat while averaging 13.8 points
per game and four rebounds.
Joseph is the team’s leading
rebounder averaging 7.3 boards a
game while averaging 10 points
per game and shooting 54 percent
from the floor on the season.
“We need to get everyone
ready,” Hill said. “For the underclassmen and the guys that play
behind Merve and Marc, it’s time
for them to step up. It’s time for
the younger guys to get ready.”
Those younger guys replacing
Polite will likely be redshirt freshman Henry Domercant, who
played 22 minutes in the win finishing with 11 points, and freshman guard Craig Lewis. Stepping
up to make up for the absence of
Joseph will be sophomore forwards Todd Bergmann and Luke
Sharp.

The injuries gave those
younger players additional minutes Saturday, and they all
responded.
“From top to bottom, one to 11,
that is certainly the best we’ve
played all season,” Samuels said
of the victory. “We had some kids
get valuable experience and make
some good plays and that’s probably going to be very important for
us now.”
Not only did the win provide
some younger players with needed experience, but it also moved
the Panthers up in the conference
race.
“From the context of conference play, the sweep over the
weekend was critical,” Samuels
said. “We saw several teams split
the weekend and that helps distance ourselves in the conference
race.”
As the Panthers look ahead to
the rest of the conference season,
Samuels believes his team has one
factor in its favor, the schedule.
“We’ll continue to battle and
sneak a road win whenever we
can,” he said.
“I feel like the schedule is in
our favor now. We have no extended road swings and if we can
sneak a few wins on the road, and
that gives us great confidence
when we come back home.”
And while the Panthers look
ahead to the rest of the conference
season, the injuries to Polite and
Joseph won’t be forgotten.

Substitutions
from Page 12
with Tennessee State, but we just had to pick it
up,” freshman forward Kayla Bloemer said.
With six minutes left in the game, the
Panthers took their first lead since the opening
minutes of the first half off a basket by Kayla
Bloemer, putting Eastern up 49-47.
The Panthers maintained a lead for the next
four minutes until Tennessee State forward
Angela Hassell hit consecutive shots for the

9

Mandy Marshall/Photo editor
Senior guard Michael Forrest passes the ball away from three Tennessee State defenders in Saturday night’s 81-50 victory at Lantz Gymnasium.
“We pray before every game injured. “I’ve always said things heads or we can let it back us up
and after every game that it won’t happen for a reason.”
and make us stronger for the rest
happen,” Hill said of getting
“And we can either hang our of the season.”

Tigers to give them a one point advantage with
only one minute left.
On the ensuing possession, Schaul drove to
the basket for an easy score. She then stole the
ball and was fouled.
After making both free throws she then
stole the ball again, and dished it off to Brooke
Gossett for an easy basket.
After being fouled once more, she hit
another free throw that gave the Panthers the
victory.
Schaul dominating last minute helped the
Panthers end that game on a 7-0 run and defeat
Tennessee State for the first time in three years.

“Renee did a great job making plays for us
tonight,” Wunder said. “We have been needing that all year and it is good someone finally
stepped up.”
The Panthers out rebounded the Tigers 4428 in the game, but the difference in the game
was decided at the free throw line as the
Panthers went 22-27 from the charity stripe
while the Tigers only attempted nine free
throws making four of them.
Senior Leah Aldrich-Franklin led all players with 21 points and seven rebounds as teammate Angie Patzner added 10 points and seven
rebounds.

Coming off the bench, Bloemer chipped in
eight points and six rebounds and Brooke
Gossett contributed seven points and five
rebounds.
Tennessee State was led by Hassell with 20
points and Tamara Washington with 12 points
and six rebounds.
The Panthers will now travel to Murray
State and Tennesee-Martin this coming week,
where they will try to improve on a 1-3 OVC
record.
“We needed to get that first conference win
and hopefully we can build on it and gain confidence from it,” Wunder said.

Want to express your opinion about Eastern athletics? Write a letter to the DEN sports editors. Letters should be roughly 250 words, include your name, year in school and major
and e-mail them to cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu or drop your letters off at 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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DEN sports readers: Brace yourself for changes

A

We are not
The Power Alley
the only ones
on campus
allowed to
have an opinion
about
what is going
on
with
Eastern’s athletic teams.
It is our Kyle Bauer
hope
that Sports editor
there will be email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
enough interest to run a letter every day on page 11 starting Jan. 18.
The new letter policy will be consistent
with that of the existing Letters to the Editor
Policy.
Letters should be limited to roughly 250
words and should include your name, year
in school and major. Faculty members

s with the start of any new semester,
there will be a few changes in The
Daily Eastern News’ sports section.
Most of the changes will be somewhat
subtle, but will most definitely be for the
best.
I’m sure by now the dozens and dozens
of loyal readers are starting to get sick of
hearing the sports writers go on seemingly
never ending rampages.
To be perfectly honest, I can’t blame
you. Those tirades can become tiresome
after awhile. You wouldn’t believe how hard
it is to come up with something else to complain about every week.
That’s why we are now enlisting the help
of the eccentric fan. There are still a handful of fans that take the time to attend athletic events. For those of you that do, and
have something you want to share with the
rest of the campus, write us and let us know
about it.

should include a name and title. No anonymous letters will be printed.
These letters should also be in good
taste. We will not print any letters containing personal attacks on players or coaches
or anyone else for that matter.
This is not to be used as a way to vent
frustration on any particular person. These
letters are creating a way for the average fan
to get his or her ideas out to the rest of the
fans.
Letters
can
be
e-mailed
to
cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu or dropped off at
1811 Buzzard Hall.
The other new addition to the sports section is a series profiling a few important
people in the athletic department whose
work goes relatively unnoticed to the public.
This will be a weekly series replacing
the “Whatever happened to ... ?.” Each
week someone within the athletic depart-

ment will be highlighted.
A few of these jobs may not seem that
important to some, but without them athletic events would not not run as smoothly as
they do.
These people do not contribute directly
to the success Eastern’s athletic teams see
on the field of competition, but they play a
huge part in getting those athletes into the
competition and keeping them there.
Other than that, things will stay pretty
much the same, mainly because we here at
the Daily Eastern News fear change. Too
many radical changes at once would send us
all into a state of panic.
That will pretty much do it for the new
things you will be seeing this semester. I
just wanted the readers to be prepared for
the different things they will be seeing
because as I said before, we fear change.
So brace yourself and consider yourself
warned.
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Jesse Jackson’s civil rights
group criticizes Packers
MILWAUKEE (AP) – Alleging
that racial discrimination may have
played a role in coach Ray Rhodes’
firing, Jesse Jackson’s civil rights
group is criticizing the Green Bay
Packers.
Rainbow Sports director Charles
Farrell, who promotes sports
opportunities for minorities for the
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, said he
intends to outline his concerns in a
letter to the Packers next week.
Jackson is the coalition’s president.
The coalition also wants to meet
with NFL commissioner Paul
Tagliabue to discuss the dismissal
of Rhodes, who is black, and the
league’s work on minority hiring
for management and coaching jobs.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
said Tagliabue probably will attend
a Jan. 14 coalition conference at
which he has been invited to speak.
NBA commissioner David Stern,
former Toronto Raptors general
manager Isiah Thomas and former
National League president Len
Coleman also are expected to participate. Farrell hopes to meet with
Tagliabue at that time in New York.
Rhodes was fired Monday after
the Packers finished 8-8 and missed
the playoffs for the first time in
seven seasons. Rhodes completed
just one year of the four-year contract he signed a year ago to replace
Mike Holmgren.
“Would a white coach have been
dismissed with an 8-8 record?”
Farrell said Friday from his New

York office. “Why hire a coach for
four years and then dismiss after
one?”
Rhodes’ firing after one .500
season was unexpected, but hardly
unprecedented.
Pete Carroll, who is white, was
also fired Monday after the New
England Patriots finished 8-8.
Dennis Erickson, who is white, was
fired last year by the Seattle
Seahawks after going 8-8 in three
of his four seasons there.
But the Packers’ abrupt dismissal of their entire coaching staff
ended what some considered an
important first in NFL race relations. Rhodes’ staff was the first in
league history to feature blacks in
all three top positions.
Former offensive coordinator
Sherman Lewis and defensive coordinator Emmitt Thomas are black,
as are four of the 11 position coaches — receivers coach Charlie
Baggett, linebackers coach Johnny
Holland, running backs coach
Harry Sydney and assistant defensive
backs
coach
Lionel
Washington.
“It’s heavy in terms of losing a
head black coach and sidetracking
head coaching aspirations of two
additional coaches,” Farrell said.
General manager Ron Wolf
declined comment. Team president
Bob Harlan spent the day in meetings and was unavailable.
Phone messages for Rhodes and
Lewis were not immediately

returned, and attempts to reach
Jackson were unsuccessful.
When Wolf hired Rhodes a year
ago, he insisted race played no part
in the selection. Rhodes had been
fired days earlier by the
Philadelphia Eagles after a 29-34-1
record over four seasons.
Tagliabue has been outspoken
about football’s need to hire coaches from a more diverse ethnic pool,
but the league has made little
progress. There have been just four
black head coaches in league history.
Although approximately 70 percent of the NFL’s players are black,
only two black head coaches
remain — Minnesota’s Dennis
Green and Tampa Bay’s Tony
Dungy.
Art Shell, who had a 56-41
record in six seasons as the Raiders’
coach, is the only other black head
coach in NFL history. There are no
black general managers in the
league.
Lewis and Thomas have been
considered head-coaching candidates for years and have been interviewed for various positions.
Lewis has spoken publicly about
his frustrations with coaching
opportunities – but he didn’t necessarily link them to racism.
“Am I frustrated? Yes, but so are
a lot of good assistant coaches
around this league who are white
and black,” Lewis said in a
December interview.

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today

No events scheduled

Tuesday

No events scheduled

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Indianapolis
13 3 0
Buffalo
11 6 0
Miami
9
7 0
New England
8
8 0
N.Y. Jets
8
8 0
Central
Jacksonville
14 2 0
Tennessee
14 3 0
Baltimore
8
8 0
Pittsburgh
6
10 0
Cincinnati
4
12 0
Cleveland
2
14
West
Seattle
9
7 0
Kansas City
9
7 0
San Diego
8
8 0
Oakland
8
8 0
Denver
6
10 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington
10 7 0
Dallas
8
9 0
N.Y. Giants
7
9 0
Arizona
6
10 0
Philadelphia
5
11 0
Central
Tampa Bay
11 5 0
Minnesota
11 6 0
Detroit
8
9 0
Green Bay
8
8 0
Chicago
6
10 0
West
St. Louis
13 3 0
Carolina
8
8 0
Atlanta
5
11 0
San Francisco 4
12 0
New Orleans
3
13 0
Sunday’s Results
Minnesota 27, Dallas 10
Seattle 17, Miami 13

6
4
T
4
6
5
6
T
5
11
5
8

Pacific Division
W L
T
Phoenix
22 15 4
Dallas
21 16 5
San Jose
20 20 5
Los Angeles
18 15 7
Anaheim
18 19 5
Overtime losses count as a loss and a
regulation tie.
Sunday’s Results
*N.Y at Carolina
*Colorado at Chicago
Monday’s Games
Phoenix at N.Y. Islanders, 6 p.m.

NBA

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
New Jersey
25 12
Philadelphia
24 11
Pittsburgh
18 19
N.Y. Rangers
14 19
N.Y. Islanders
10 24
Northeast Division
W L
Toronto
24 15
Ottawa
21 14
Buffalo
17 20
Boston
14 18
Montreal
9 14
Southeast Division
W L
Florida
23 14
Carolina
16 17
Washington
15 17

Tampa Bay
10 23
Atlanta
10 26
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L
Detroit
27 11
St. Louis
25 11
Nashville
15 22
Chicago
12 23
Northwest Division
W L
Colorado
20 16
Edmonton
14 17
Calgary
18 19
Vancouver
13 19

T
5
6
3
7
5
T
4
6
5
10
1
T
3
8
7

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
Miami
21 11 —
New York
20 13 1.5
Philadelphia
19 15 3.0
Orlando
16 18 6.0
Boston
14 18 7.0
New Jersey
13 20 8.5
Washington
11 23 11.0
Central Division
Indiana
22 10 –
Milwaukee
19 15 4.0
Toronto
18 14 4.0
Detroit
18 15 4.5
Charlotte
18 15 4.5
Cleveland
14 19 8.5
Atlanta
12 21 10.5
Chicago
5
26 16.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L GB
Utah
22 10 –
San Antonio
23 12 0.5
Minnesota
16 14 5.0
Denver
17 15 5.0
Houston
10 23 12.5
Dallas
10 23 12.5
Vancouver
8
24 14.0
Pacific Division
L.A. Lakers
29
5
–
Portland
25
8
3.5
Seattle
20
13 8.5
Phoenix
19 13 9.0
Sacramento
18
12 9.0
L.A. Clippers
10 22 18.0
Golden State
6
26 22.0
Sunday’s Results
Vancouver 107, Toronto 97
*Minnesota at Philadelphia
*Seattle at Golden State
*Indiana at Sacramento
Monday’s Games
Vancouver at Boston, 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.

L.A. Clippers at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Utah at San Antonio, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Portland, 9 p.m.
Denver at L.A. Lakers, 9:30 p.m.

DENfl

Final Conference
Standings

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
WEST DIVISION
Jay Ochwat – 1830.01
John Beerbower – 2480.91
Meghan McMahon – 1789.1
Scott Busam – 2263.31
Adam Switzer – 2055.21
Jacqualine Boyer – 2185.71
Jim Ochs – 1903.21
Mike Manday – 1908.78
Nick Webb – 1850.79
Vince Samford – 1736.96
Dan Ochwat – 1830.01
Eric Van Houlen – 1773.91
Chris Wise – 1661.91
Ben Turner – 1668.48
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
CENTRAL DIVISION
Mike Hudson – 2390.41
Todd Schreiber – 2386.05
Pat Osterman – 2303.46
Jason Bialka – 2264.96
Adam Randle – 2237.71
Doug Hicks – 2186.46
Mary Wohlrabe – 2152.71
Donald Wells – 2129.73
Jeremy Alexander – 1952.11
Matt Peters – 1907.46
James Diemer – 1802.76
Todd Price – 1684.96
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
EAST DIVISION
Jeffrey Price – 2530.06
Greg Thompson – 2327.76
Danielle Stoll – 2224.96
Rameen Karbassioon – 2224.96
Doug Trznadel – 2216.16
Anish Gavri – 2136.35
Jonathon Wills – 1897.31
Dave Pump – 1895.86
Derek Cruit – 1772.31
Nathan Fruend – 1708.81
Jamie Munson – 1677.46
Chad Merda – 1644.12
Pat Fordonski – 1587.81
Craig Marek – 1585.66
Josh Mason – 1506.74
Stephanie McCollum – 1320.9
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
CENTRAL DIVISION
Jason Rossi — 2283.56
Brian Poulter — 2263.55
Mike Byrne — 2271.21
Mike Davidson — 2241.71
Joe Prisco — 2230.21
Christy Kilgore — 2172.21
Ron Varrath — 2071.96
Jon Gifford — 1992.01
Tom Hess — 1883.81
Steve Buecker — 1800.06
Brian Galin — 1747.38
Jeremy Huff — 1598.49
Kyle Breden — 1396.78
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
EAST DIVISION
Shane Miller –2509.92
Susan Kile – 2321.31

Craig Ecker – 2272.71
James Best – 2244.96
Brian Forneis –2183.31
Diedre Barlow – 2182.96
John Miller – 2132.75
Jeffrey Patchett – 1850.01
Daniel Leib –1833.71
Richelle Heise – 1808.81
Jeremy Bress – 1794.71
Nick Anderson – 1735.31
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
WEST DIVISION
Teresa Hundrickx – 2249.46
James Connors – 2153.21
Aaron Pankoke – 2138.86
Raj Chavda – 2106.43
Luke Kramer – 2091.46
Anthony Garcia – 2069.35
Dave Dompke – 2005.46
Timothy Hiller – 1885.21
Kelly Gallery – 1772.31
Mike Lanners – 1751.7
Erin Wilox – 1708.81
Mike Cunha – 1580.06
Timothy Anderson – 1386.02

COLLEGE
Sunday’s Results
Duke (7) 80, Maryland (15) 70
Ohio St. (18) 71, Minnesota 63

Men’s Basketball
OVC Standings

OVC Overall
Southeast Missouri 3-0
10-2
Eastern Illinois
3-1
7-5
Eastern Kentucky 2-1
6-7
Morehead State
2-2
7-6
Tennessee Tech
2-2
6-6
Murray State
1-0
8-4
Middle Tennessee 1-2
4-6
Austin Peay
1-3
7-5
Tennessee-Martin 0-2
3-9
Tennessee State
0-2
1-11
Saturday’s Results
Middle Tennessee 77,
Morehead State 73
Eastern 81,Tennessee State 50
Southeast Missouri 62, Austin Peay 60
Tennessee Tech 75, Eastern KY 74
Murray State 94, Tennessee–Martin 79

Eastern 81,Tennessee State 50

EIU (81) – Joseph 1-1 0-0, 1 2;
Polite 4-8 0-0 4 11; Smith 4-8 0-0 6 2;
Hill 7-12 3-3 6 20; Britton 4-6 0-0 6 8;
Thompson 4-4 0-0 1 8; Lewis 1-2 3-4 1
5; Rooney 0-0, 0-0 0 0; Forrest 1-3 1-2
2 3; Bergmann 2-3 0-0 2 4; Domercant
5-11 1-1 3 11; Sharp 3-5 1-2 5 7;
Technical fouls: none. Totals: 33-64 912 41 81
TSU (50) – Rolston 1-3 0-0 2 2;Sykes
2-11 2-2 3 7; Martin 0-5 0-0 4 0; Jamie
Roberts 5-13 2-2 3 14; Samuel 6-14 14 9 15; Bryant 1-2 0-0 1 2; McKinley 11 0-0 0 3; Jones 1-2 0-0 2 2; Strong 00 1-4 2 1; Murry 1-4 2-5 1 4; Technical
fouls: none.Totals: 18-55 8-17 33 50.
A – 2,532

Women’s Basketball

Sunday’s Results
Boston College (25) 71, Syracuse 62

NO. Carolina St. (3) 71, Maryland 52
Old Dominion (19) 83, East Carolina 79
Duke (10) 64, Georgia Tech 45
Georgia (7) 71, Alabama 62
Auburn (8) 73, South Carolina 50
Illinois (16) 91, Indiana 61
LSU (21) 61, Mississippi (18) 54
Tulane (20) 83, Memphis 67

OVC Standings

OVC Overall
Tennessee Tech
4-0
9-6
Middle Tennessee 3-1
6-6
Eastern Kentucky 2-1
5-7
Tennessee State
2-2
4-7
Southeast Missouri 2-2
5-7
Tennessee-Martin 2-1
3-9
Murray State
1-2
3-9
Austin Peay
1-3
5-7
Eastern Illinois
1-3
3-9
Morehead State
0-3
1-11
Saturday’s Results
Tennessee Tech 88, Eastern Kentucky 72
Southeast Missouri 74, Austin Peay 72
Middle Tennessee 96, Morehead 59
Eastern 60, Tennessee State 54
Tennessee Martin 71, Murray State 55

Eastern 60, Tennessee State 54

Eastern(6)0– Russell 0-6 0-2 5 0;
Aldrich-Franklin 9-13 3-3 7 21; Patzner
1-3 8-8 7 10; Scott 0-1 0-0 2 0; Schaul
2-5 3-4 2 7; Gossett 2-2 3-4 5 7;
McShane 1-5 2-2 3 4; Bernat 1-4 0-0
0 2; Kingery 0-1 1-2 1 1; Bloemer 3-7
2-2 6 8.Technical fouls–none. Team
Totals – 19-47 22-27 44 60.
Tennessee State(54)– Hassell 8-19 11 3 20; Thomas 0-1 0-1 3 0;
Washington 6-10 00 6 12; Jordan 1-5
00 2 3; Stancil 3-9 02 4 6; Pyles 0-2
00 0 2; Green 1-6 00 0 3; Wright 1-2
22 3 4; White 2-7 1-3 1 6; Gordon 0-0
0-0 0 0; Brunson 0-2 0-0 4 0.
Technical fouls–-none.Team Totals –
22-63 4-9 28 54.

Football

Top 25 Results
Team
Record
1. Florida St.
12-0
2. Nebraska
12-1
3.Virginia Tech
11-1
4.Wisconsin
10-2
5. Michigan
10-2
6. Kansas St.
11-1
7. Michigan St.
10-2
8. Alabama
10-3
9.Tennessee
9-3
10.Marshall
13-0
11.Penn St.
10-3
12.Mississippi St.
10-2
13.So Mississippi
9-3
14.Florida
9-4
15.Miami Fla
9-4
16.Georgia
8-4
17.Minnesota
8-4
18.Oregon
9-3
19.Arkansas
8-4
20.Texas A&M
8-4
21.Georgia Tech
8-4
22.Mississippi
8-4
23.Texas
9-5
24.Stanford
8-4
25.Illinois
8-4
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Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the author’s name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate their
position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.

national
sports

inbrief
Duke extends
streak to eleven
COLLEGE PARK, Md.
(AP) – Chris Carrawell reflects
on events like one of those veterans well into his second
decade as a pro rather than a
college senior.
After scoring 20 points and
doing just about anything else
No. 8 Duke needed in an 80-70
victory over No. 12 Maryland
on Sunday, Carrawell sat in a
crowded locker room and
talked of the many streaks the
latest win kept alive.
“I’ve been in every game
situation, played against all the
top players, been to the national championship game and
Final Four and even was part
of a team that lost a 17-point
lead in a game leading to the
Final Four,” he said, sounding
a lot older than most 22-yearolds.
“Even with all that, there’s
nothing like winning games in
this league.”
The Blue Devils (11-2, 2-0)
have won 11 straight games
since opening the season 0-2
and have won 24 in a row in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
including 13 on the road. Duke
has six straight wins over
Maryland (11-4, 0-2), winning
29 of the last 34 meetings.
This one was closer than the
previous two in Cole Field
House, where the Terrapins
had won 14 straight. Duke won
those two games by 32 and 18
points, the latter Maryland’s
last home loss before Sunday.

Houston is looking to add
pitchers after trading Mike
Hampton to the Mets last
month. The Astros traded
Hampton after he decided
against a contract extension.

Rocker ordered to
undergo evaluation
ATLANTA (AP) – Atlanta
Braves president Stan Kasten
has no plans to abandon John
Rocker, whose comments disparaging immigrants, gays and
minorities brought him widespread condemnation and
embarrassment to the team.
Commissioner Bud Selig on
Thursday ordered Rocker to
undergo a psychological evaluation and said in a statement
that he will await the results
before deciding on any disciplinary action.
Selig called Rocker’s
remarks, published in Sports
Illustrated last month, “reprehensible and completely inexcusable” and said he will take
“whatever additional action
that I consider to be necessary”
after Rocker’s evaluation.
Kasten said he thought punishment was warranted, and
that Rocker likely would have
been suspended indefinitely if
his comments had been published during the season.
But Kasten said the commissioner’s office will decide
the punishment, not the team.
“What we have here is a
player who has expressed
remorse. Under those circumstances, I am not going to
abandon a player or an
employee or a friend,” Kasten
said.
A native New Yorker,
Kasten said he had a suggestion on how to show the outspoken Braves reliever the true
meaning of his words.
“He may come out of this a
stronger player, but we’ll have
to see.”

Gooden signs minor
league contract
Umpires three day
HOUSTON (AP) – Dwight
Gooden, once the ace of the
hearing ends
New York Mets, is getting what
might be his final chance to
pitch in the majors.
Gooden agreed to minor
league contract with the
Houston Astros — essentially a
tryout — on Thursday.
“I don’t hold any illusions
of grandeur out that at 35 years
old we’re going to see the Doc
Gooden of 26 or 28 years old,”
Astros manager Gerry
Hunsicker said. “But knowing
Doc, I’ll take my chances
while he’s on the mound.”
Gooden was 3-4 with a 6.41
ERA last year in 22 starts with
the Cleveland Indians. A shoulder strain hampered him, and
Cleveland dropped him from
its postseason roster.
“I just don’t have the velocity I had at one time on a consistent basis,” Gooden said. “I
think now I’m a more complete pitcher, I’m a smarter
pitcher.”

NEW YORK (AP) –
Baseball umpires aren’t any
better at speeding up their legal
proceedings than they are at
moving along games.
After three argument-filled
days of hearings, Richie
Phillips’ Major League
Umpires Association completed its appeal of the National
Labor Relations Board election
it lost.
The hearing officer hopes to
make a decision later this
month on whether to certify
the Nov. 30 vote that ousted
Phillips or call for a new election.
Baseball lawyer Rob
Manfred, on the witness stand
Thursday, blamed the MLUA
for cutting short a Dec. 7 meeting to discuss the plight of 22
umpires who were let go Sept.
2, the result of a failed mass
resignation scheme.
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Choice
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Joseph, Polite lost
with knee injuries
in romp over TSU

Sports editor
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Ahead of schedule
With the win over Tennessee
State Saturday night, Eastern’s
women’s basketball team earned its
third win of the season.
That may not sound like much of
an accomplishment, but considering
the team won only five games all of
last year, things are looking up for
the Panthers.
With the win, Eastern moved out
of the Ohio Valley Conference cellar
and into a tie for second to last place.
If they keep this pace up, the
Panthers may qualify for the OVC
post season tournament.
And who said this would be a
rebuilding year?

By Bill Ruthhart

Associate sports editor

Equal Opportunity
For his remarks in an a recent
Sports Illustrated article, Atlanta
Braves closer John Rocker will now
have to undergo psychological tests
before a decision is made on how to
punish him.
Rocker’s evaluation got off to a
good start after he attended the first
day of tests in Baltimore and then left
for a hunting trip in Arkansas.
Rocker effectively offended about
every ethnic group possible and
threw in a few remarks about homosexuals for fun in the article.
But the opinionated young reliever still maintains he is not a racist.
Rocker may have a point. He is
apparently not prejudiced against any
particular group of people. He is an
equal opportunity bigot. He appears
to hate everyone equally.

Unbeliev-a-Bull

Perfect record?
The Florida State Seminoles are
national champions after defeating
Virginia Tech in the Sugar Bowl last
week.
FSU finished the season with 12
wins, no losses and only a handful of
arrests. It was one of the most successful seasons in Seminole history.
But in Tallahassee, a season is
considered a success if the number of
wins outnumbers the number of
players arrested during the season.

Quote of the week
“We probably can’t go any lower
than this. We can’t help but take the
heat for this one. This is not good.”
– Washington Wizard guard
Rod Strickland comments on his
team’s morale after losing two
games in one week to the
beleaguered Chicago Bulls.
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Panthers pay the price

Kyle Bauer

The Chicago Bulls found themselves on a three-game winning
streak for the first time this season
after beating Boston Saturday night.
In fact, this is the first time the
Bulls have seen a three-game win
streak since the 1998 finals.
During the streak, the Bulls
earned their first road win of the season, defeating Washington. They followed that win up with another win
over the same Washington team.
The Bulls are now finding out the
only way to ease the pain of a
rebuilding year – playing the
Washington Bullets.

Monday

Photos by Mandy Marshall/ Photo editor
(Top) Senior forward Michael Forrest goes
up for a dunk over Tennessee State’s
Jamie Roberts in Saturday night’s 81-50
win over the Tigers. Forrest was unable to
complete the jam on the fast break as
Roberts comitted an intentional flagarant
foul on the play.
(Right) Senior center John Smith goes up
for a rebound against Tennessee State’s
Kevin Samuel as TSU’s Barry Bryant and
Easterns’ Craig Lewis and Luke Sharp
look on. The Panthers out-rebounded the
Tigers 41-33 in the contest.

A glance at the Lantz Gymnasium scoreboard after Saturday night’s 31 point victory
over Tennessee State would indicate Eastern’s
men’s basketball team had a rather easy day at
the office.
But the Panthers (7-5, 3-1) paid a costly
price on two occasions in the 81-50 win over
the Tigers (0-2, 1-11), losing two starters to
possible season-ending injuries.
Both junior forward Merve Joseph and
senior forward Marc Polite went down with
knee injuries in the first half of Eastern’s Ohio
Valley Conference clash with the Tigers.
Joseph is likely done for the season after
falling to the floor early in the first half with
what is believed to be a torn anterior cruciate
ligament. Polite also left the game late in the
first half with a knee injury, which may also
require surgery.
“The word is Merve has a torn ACL and is
done for the season and I’m pretty confident
that is right,” Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said following the win. “And Marc
Polite may have torn a miniscus in his knee. If
that’s the case, both will need to have surgery
and Merve would be done and hopefully we’d
be able to get Marc back before the end of the
season.”
The injury to Joseph was particularly disturbing when it became obvious the 6-foot-4inch junior would not be returning to the court
anytime soon as he was assisted off the floor
by teammates.
“I know life is not fair, but that happened to
a kid who really works hard and deserves to
enjoy a college career and perhaps even further
after that, and hopefully he still will,” Samuels
said. “He’s going to need surgery, but there’s
not a stronger kid in the world and I’m sure
he’ll be very dedicated to rehabbing.”
And once Polite hobbled off the court late
in the first half, it was obvious if the Panthers
wanted to pull out the victory they would have
to regroup after taking a 43-29 lead into the
locker room.
“At halftime we had to rally,” Samuels said.
“Adversity hits and life is full of adversity. And
certainly Merve and Marc wouldn’t want us to
quit, not for a minute, a play or a day.”
After seeing Joseph go down early, junior
guard Kyle Hill, who led the way for the
Panthers with 20 points, knew it was important
to go out and play a strong second half.
“The goal for us was to come back stronger
See PRICE Page 9

Mass substitution aids in victory
Wunder clears the bench; second five lead Panthers to first OVC win
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer

Eastern’s women’s basketball
team had its biggest win of the
season Saturday night, defeating
the Tennessee State Tigers for its
first Ohio Valley Conference victory.
The Tigers (4-7, 2-2) led
Eastern by 14 points early in the
first half before the Panthers
(3-9,1-3), overcame the deficit to

win 60-54.
Eighteen first half turnovers
hampered the Panthers as they
faced a tough Tiger press.
With the help of the press,
Tennessee State went on a 16-2
run that led to a a 24-10 lead with
eight minutes left in the first half.
Hoping to turn her struggling
team around, Eastern head coach
Linda Wunder called a timeout
and cleared the bench with a mass
substitution that sat her starting

five on the sidelines.
“I felt like we needed a spark
because our starters weren’t getting it done on the court,” Wunder
said. “Our second five gave us a
lift and helped get us back into the
game.
The second team helped
orchestrate a 12-4 run to end the
half, leaving the Panthers down
28-22.
“Our bench totally stepped up
tonight,” junior guard Renee

Schaul said. “Sometimes when
the starters are off we need a jump
start from the reserves, and they
did it tonight.”
Eastern used its first half
momentum and a tough defense to
stay with the Tigers throughout
the second half. The pressing
defense forced Tennessee State
into twelve second half turnovers.
“It was obvious we could play
See SUBSTITUTION Page 9

